
HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY (ADVANCED BIOLOGY)

Tutor: Anne Elise Napier Phone: 615-861-0818 Email: drnapier@mac.com

Course Overview:

This is Apologia’s advanced biology course.  It covers both the anatomy and physiology of the human 
body’s 11 organ systems in detail.  More specifically, the student will learn about histology, the integumentary 
and skeletal  systems,  muscle  histology and physiology,  the  skeletal  muscle  system,  the  nervous  system,  the 
endocrine system, the circulatory system, the lymphatic system, the digestive system, the respiratory system, the 
urinary system, and the reproductive system.   Attention will be given to normal function and disease states 
indicating the potential for malfunction of each system.

Each student will give a presentation in each semester about an organ system that is currently being 
studied.

Labs will be incorporated into class time to augment the current subject matter; including a bone lab and 
dissection, muscle lab and dissection, dissection of the sheep brain and the cow eye, heart dissection and kidney 
dissection.  The fetal pig will be dissected at the Adventure Science Center in a 2 hour lab.  8 hours of additional 
lab time to include field trips (Red Cross, nursing simulation lab) optional CPR certification and Animal Hospital 
Clinical Observation.

Prerequisites:
Biology I (Exploring Creation with Biology, Science Shepherd) - first year biology equivalent
Chemistry I (Exploring Creation with Chemistry) - first year chemistry equivalent.
Commitment to studying 5-6 hours per week and attendance at outside labs.
Summer Reading:  Fearfully and Wonderfully Made. by Dr. Paul Brand and Philip Yancey.

ISBN 978-0310354505
This course is recommended for students in grades 11-12. 

Course Costs / Fees:

$440.00 per year for classes, including labs
$75.00 copy / lab materials fee (for additional material)

Text and Course Materials-to be supplied by student:

Exploring Creation with Advanced Biology: The Human Body.  2nd Edition
by Marilyn M. Shannon, M.A. and Rachael L. Yunnis, M.S., M.A.
ISBN:  978-1-935495-72-7
Please purchase the Solutions and Tests Manual as well.  The teaching 
parent will check all Apologia assignments.
http://shop.apologia.com/8-advanced-biology  $85.00
http://www.christianbook.com    $57.89

Complete Anatomy for Mac, PC or iPad
http://3d4medical.com/apps/complete-anatomy (mac)
$49.99 available in the App Store.  Please order from the App Store, not on the website.
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/p/complete-anatomy/9nblggh40f2t  (for PC)

Please notify Dr. Napier if there are any issues with this purchase.  Use of the app on Dr. 
Napier’s equipment may be arranged during tutorial hours.

Creation of a student account on Quizlet.  This is free.  You will join Dr. Napier’s “Napier 
Biology II-A and P” class for vocabulary review and testing each week.
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